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Abstract
I am researching green crab sex/overall population differences overtime at Fort
Popham vs. Reid State Park. This is important because if we know how the population
differs based on site, we may learn more about how to keep this invasive species at bay.
Every year, from 2015-2021, students from Bath Middle School have gone to Reid State
Park and Fort Popham to catch green crabs and take data about them; size, sex, shell
color, etc. After looking at this data, I have learned that both the female population and
the overall have generally been bigger at Fort Popham than Reid State. My claim for the
reasoning behind this is that the Fort Popham habitat has more food available than Reid,
therefore resulting in the population being larger.

Introduction
Green crabs have become a major problem in the New England rocky-intertidal
ecosystem. They are an invasive species from Europe that piggybacked over on ships in
1817. The females can birth up to 185,000 eggs at a time, which is making their
population boom. According to Dr. Marissa MacMahan, a marine scientist focusing on
green crabs, the green crab population in the Gulf of Maine is up 600% since 2018.
There is a new variety of green crabs from Canada that are much more aggressive, and
they are currently dominating the ecosystem. The crabs' main prey are crustaceans;
such as clams or scallops, though they also eat mussels and other species of crabs, like
the native crab. Their predators include seagulls and larger crustaceans, such as
lobsters.
It is important that people understand what the green crabs are doing because
they are slowly destroying Maine’s fishing industry. One crab can eat up to 40 half-inch
clams per day, and, because of that, the overall clam population has dropped 21% since
1991; a new low. For example, in the article ‘Clammers digging through the pandemic
but shellfish are fewer’ Chad Coffin states that “In Maine, the largest clam producing
state, fishermen produced their lowest haul in more than 90 years at a little more than 1.3
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million pounds in 2020.” The crabs also dig in the sand to find food, and during that
process they rip up eelgrass, which is a natural barrier from flooding and a habitat for
many species- including scallops, oysters, and small fish.
We are investigating the green crabs at Reid State Park, in Georgetown, and at
Fort Popham, in Phippsburg. I am researching population differences between Reid
State and Fort Popham; e.g. which site usually has more crabs, and which sex has
generally been more prominent.

Methods
On October 25, 28, and 29, seventh grade students from Bath Middle School went
to Reid State Park and Fort Popham to look for crabs; native crabs, Asian Shore Crabs,
and most importantly, green crabs. At both sites there were three circular traps set, and in
each trap we placed two cans of sardines- oil based, so it wouldn’t mix with the water.
The traps were set three times that week at both places. Instead of comparing week
versus week, I will be comparing year versus year. Students have gone and set these
traps since 2015, so I will be comparing the years in relation to each other.
The traps were in for the same amount of time at both sites, which is one of the
things we did to make sure that the data is equal and reliable. But, even though the traps
were in for the same amount of time at both sites, that amount may have varied
throughout the years. For example, in 2015, the traps were in for 48 hours, while 2021
was only 25 hours. Also, the number of traps has slightly varied from 2-3 traps over the
years, so in order to make it fair, I have averaged out what one trap would be for all of the
years. Now, in my results there is the real number from each year, but also the average of
one trap, which is the fair data.
For each crab we found, we recorded its sex, shell color, size (in millimeters),
agressiveness, number of claws, if it had a hard or soft shell, and if it was egg-bearing.
After we recorded everything, we put a swipe of nail polish on each shell. The color of
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the nail polish was different each day; Monday was red while Thursday was yellow. We
put it on the shells because then we would know if there were recaptures, and knowing if
there were recaptures would help us deduce if there was a bigger or smaller crab
population than we thought.

Results
After looking at the data, the first big thing I learned
was that the overall crab population from 2021
was much bigger at Fort Popham than Reid. This
first graph shows that, just for females, the
population at Popham was 254, while Reid was
only 81. Even though the male population was
slightly leaning toward Reid (82-77) the female
population was so heavily leaning towards
Popham you can tell the overall count was much
higher for Fort Popham than for Reid.
The next graph I looked at
showed the crab population at Reid State Park
from 2015-2021, and the first immediate thing I
noticed was how big of a rise in population
there was this year. In 2020 there were 42
crabs found, but then in 2021 there were 162.
That is 120 more crabs than the previous year,
and an all-time high for Reid.
After looking at the Reid State crab
population, I looked at the Fort Popham
population. There is an astounding difference
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between Reid and Popham- every year the
population at Popham has been bigger. In the
majority of the years, the Popham crab population
has been in the hundreds, while Reid has almost
always been in the 30-70 range. Only this year
did Reid finally get into the hundreds, but since
the Popham count also went up, the numbers are
no closer than they were in other years. One thing
I noticed was that, even though the Popham
count was on a much higher scale, in years that
one population rose, the other did too. For example, 2015 and 2019 were a low year for
both places, while 2017 and 2021 were both higher.
The last graph I looked at showed
the male/female population at Fort
Popham. Immediately I noticed that the
females almost always dominated the
population. There was only one year when
there were more males, and even then it
was less than a 100 crab difference. Also,
this year the female population was
especially high- which seems to fit with the
rest of the population booms that have
been occurring in 2021.

Discussion and Conclusion
After investigating the green crab population, I have learned that the number of
crabs has always been higher at Popham, and not even by a close amount. Both the
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overall population and the female population have almost always been bigger at
Popham instead of Reid. Just this year, the ratio from Popham to Reid was 331:163 for
all crabs, and 2021 female Popham to Reid was 254:81.
I claim that this is due to the fact that the habitats the crabs are living in at Popham
is slightly better than the habitat at Reid.The Popham habitat has muddier conditions,
while Reid is a more tidal area and it is generally sandier.

These Google Earth images represent what I said by showing that the Popham
traps are right on the edge of a mudflat, while the Reid traps are in more of an intertidal
zone. You can see that the traps at Reid were placed in much sandier/rockier areas,
while the Popham traps were in an area that (though still intertidal) is slightly calmer, and
muddier.
I think that, even though green crabs can survive in lots of different conditions, the
Popham conditions would be slightly easier for them to survive in, and then it would be
simpler for them to reproduce and for their population to boom. Since the Reid site is so
tidal, the habitat would be a bit rougher; more waves and things dislodging them from
their home.
I am confident in this claim because, according to the University of Washington,
“the green crab is often found in muddy shoreline habitats, like salt marshes and pocket
estuaries.” That description fits Popham almost perfectly while it barely fits Reid, since
Reid is less muddy and the traps are farther into a river offshoot/intertidal area. One other
reason I am confident in my claim is the fact that one of the green crabs biggest prey are
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clams, and Atkins Bay, which is right next to where the traps were laid at Popham, is full
of them. Obviously if the crabs have more food available, their population will boom,
resulting in the differences noted in the data and graphs.
To further this investigation/make sure my claim is accurate, I would slightly
change the location of the Popham traps; as shown in the photo, I would change it so
that the traps were a bit farther away from the mud flats. I would do this because if I move
the traps away from the flats and there were less crabs, I would know that I was correct in
thinking that the amount of food right near the traps is the reason there are so many.
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